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Case Study - ‘Here is how you prepare for...Maths’ 135

Key Area Six: The Language of Maths

In Maths, you must have a good solid Algebra foundation to build on in 
order to be able to attempt topics such as Calculus and Probability. Take 
time to understand all the rules of Algebra including those linked to 
expressions, functions, and graphs. Algebra is the most important topic 
in Maths but the language of Maths is equally important - the words and 
phrases that appear on the course and in your exam papers. The SEC now 
place more emphasis on students knowing and understanding what things 
mean in Maths than just being able to do numerical calculations. There 
are more words than ever on the Junior and Leaving Cert Maths exam 
papers and it is crucial that you start familiarising yourself with them. 

If you are not familiar with the words and phrases that appear on the 
paper, you may not even be able to get a question started. This would be 
an awful shame given the amount of time you have spent learning math-
ematical concepts on your course. If you have dyslexia, I understand that 
dealing with words in Maths is doubly difficult. You need to be aware that 
different words have a different meaning, depending on the subject you 
are studying. For example, the word ‘Evaluate’ in Maths is very different 
to its meaning in English. 

Table 2 below presents one hundred sample key words and phrases to kick 
start your understanding of the language of Maths. This list is suitable for 
both Junior and Senior Cycle, remembering that some of the more difficult 
words would not appear on a Junior Cycle paper. I would encourage you 
to add to my sample list below and investigate the exact meaning of the 
words that you discover; you will learn loads through your own investiga-
tions – learning by doing. As stated earlier, any time you come across a 
new Maths word or formula, write down what it means to you in an A5/
A6 notebook. This idea can be applied to all subjects and these notebooks 
can be carried with you all the way up to sixth year. Using simple explana-
tions that you understand in your notebooks will help you recall what the 
words mean later. The following is a starter table containing key words 
and phrases (in alphabetical order) regularly seen on Maths exam papers: 
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Table 2: Sample Table of Maths Keywords and Phrases

Keyword/ Phrase Explanation

1. Acute The measure of this angle is between zero and ninety degrees.

2. Algorithm A step by step approach to solving a problem.

3. Analyse Identify relationships between parts, interpret and reach 

conclusions.

4. Apply Use the information given in the question to put forward a view 

point or give a real-life example.

5. Array An arrangement of numbers in row(s) and column(s).

6. Axis of Symmetry A line drawn through a shape that divides it perfectly in two. i.e. 

One side is the mirror image of the other.

7. Bar-Line Graph A graph containing vertical or horizontal lines that represents data 

(Similar to a Bar Chart except lines replace the Bars).

8. Bisector A line that divides another line, angle or shape into two equal 

parts.

9. Calculate Use your calculator to find the answer. The answer will be in 

numerical format.

10. Capacity The maximum volume of liquid/matter that a container can hold.

11. Cardinal Number The total amount of elements in a set. The symbol is #.

12. Central Symmetry Reflection of a point/line/shape through another point.
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Keyword/ Phrase Explanation

13. Circumference The measured distance around the outside of a circle. (Same as 

Perimeter).

14. Cluster A tightly grouped set of numbers or data points.

15. Comment Give an opinion based on a given statement, result, calculation, or 

set of data values etc.

16. Compare Comment on the differences and similarities between two of more 

items/set of data values/opinions etc.

17. Congruent Triangles Two triangles that are identical in every way. i.e. equal angles and 

equal sides.

18. Construct This indicates creating/drawing something using a set square, 

protractor or ruler. Draw a diagram accurately e.g. One of the 

constructions on the course.

19. Convert Change the data given into another form.

20. Correct to the 

nearest...

Round off your final answer into the units that are required in the 

question e.g. as a whole number or decimal places.

21. Define Write down the exact meaning of a word, phrase, or quantity.

22. Denominator The value on the bottom of a fraction.

23. Derive Arrive at a formula or statement by writing down a list of logical 

steps to get there OR change an existing Maths equation into a 

new one.

24. Determine Check if something is the case or not by using a series of 

Mathematical steps.
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Keyword/ Phrase Explanation

25. Diameter A line going from one side of a circle to the other through the 

centre. (Twice the Radius).

26. Differentiate Find f’(x) or dy/dx for a given function OR Identify what makes 

something different.

27. Dividend An amount to be divided up into equal shares (parts).

28. Draw a Graph Use graph/grid paper to create an accurate labelled graph with a 

ruler.

29. Element Part of a set. e.g. Blue is an element of the colours. The Symbol 

is ε.

30. Equation A Mathematical expression with variables/numbers and an equals. 

e.g. 2x+4=10.

31. Equivalent The same as. (Similar to ‘Equals’).

32. Estimate Make an approximate guess to the best of your ability without 

using your calculator.

33. Evaluate Find the ‘value’ using your calculator. This normally requires 

replacing (subbing in) a letter with a number. e.g. replace  x with 3 

when told ‘x = 3’.

34. Exponential Power. e.g. 34 (Where 4 is the exponent-Similar to ‘Index’).

35. Express Put one number over another and find a % OR Express 16 in the 

form of 2x i.e. Ans: 24

36. Factor A number that divides evenly into another number (1 is always a 

factor).
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Keyword/ Phrase Explanation

37. Factorise Write down the factors of …Usually using brackets.

38. Find Using the information and/or diagram given to write down the 

answer required.

39. Frequency How often an event occurs.

40. Give your answer in 
the form of…

Write your final answer in the specific format requested in the 

question… e.g. a+bi for a complex number question.

41. Graph Draw a neat graph on grid/graph paper with a ruler or a draw a 

freehand curve.

42. Hence Use the last answer from the previous question. Copy down the 

previous answer and continue.

43. Identify Recognise patterns, facts OR pick out an answer from a list OR 

State a unique fact or feature of something.

44. Improper Fraction A fraction where the numerator (top number) is greater than the 

denominator (bottom number).

45. Integer Minus and plus whole numbers.  

i.e. -2,-1,0,1,2…

46. Interpret Use knowledge and understanding to recognise trends and draw 

conclusions from them.

47. Intersection What two data sets have in common. i.e. The bit in the middle 

where they meet.

48. Investigate Check/Test if something occurs or not. It may OR may not be 

true. Reach some conclusion.
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Keyword/ Phrase Explanation

49. ...in the Domain May appear in a graphing question:  Draw your graph using values 

between two numbers listed. e.g.:  -1 > x > 4. In this case, use -1, 

0, 1, 2, 3, 4 for the x values on your graph. Find y values and draw.

50. Justify Give sound reasons with supporting evidence for providing an 

answer.

51. List Write down numbers/letters in a line, separated by a comma.

52. Magnitude The measure of the size of an object.

53. Mean The average of a set of values. i.e. Add them up and divide by the 

amount of values.

54. Measure Physically use a measuring tool e.g. A ruler.

55. Median The middle number when the numbers are listed in ascending 

order.

56. Mode The value that appears most often on a list.

57. Multiple Obtained by multiplying the number by any other number. e.g. 

multiples of 5 are 5,10,15, 20 etc. (Similar to times tables).

58. Name Write down the letters on a shape/angle in the order they appear 

on it. e.g. Triangle abd.

59. Natural Number A positive whole number. i.e. 1,2,3,4…

60. Net The development of an object when laid out flat.
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Keyword/ Phrase Explanation

61. Null Set A set with nothing in it. e.g. The amount of males in an all-female 

room.

62. Numerator The value on the top of a fraction.

63. Obtuse Angle The measure of this angle is between ninety and one hundred and 

eighty degrees.

64. Order Put values into a numerical list depending on how large they are 

(i.e. ascending or descending order).

65. Perimeter This is the measured distance around the outside of a shape. 

(Same as Circumference for a circle).

66. Perpendicular 
Bisector

A line that divides another line in two and is at ninety degrees to 

it.

67. Perpendicular Line A line that makes a ninety degree angle with another line.

68. Plot This refers to putting co-ordinates (x,y) on an Argand diagram for 

a ‘Complex Numbers’ question OR Plotting the values of X and Y 

on a co-ordinate diagram to draw a graph.

69. Predict The expected future values of a data set given what you know of 

the existing trend.

70. Prism A uniform shape with two polygons (2d shape) connected by a 

series of parallel lines.

71. Product The answer when two terms or numbers are multiplied.

72. Prove Referring to ‘Prove a theorem’ in Geometry. The steps of ‘proof’ 

must be written down in a logical order. (Similar to ‘Show’ and 

‘Verify’, the statement must be true).
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Keyword/ Phrase Explanation

73. Quadrilateral A four sided figure.

74. Quotient A fraction.

75. Range The difference (subtract) between the maximum and the 

minimum value.

76. Reflex Angle The measure of this angle is between one hundred and eighty and 

three hundred and sixty degrees.

77. Represent Create or Fill in a diagram as required. e.g. A Venn diagram in sets.

78. Right Angle Ninety degree angle.

79. Rounding Write down the nearest rounded figure to a specific number. It 

may involve decimal places. e.g. Rounding off to two decimal 

places.

80. Sample Space A list of the total possible outcomes of an experiment or trial.

81. Shade Highlight the region or area with your pencil that is being 

requested.

82. Show Prove that something occurs. (Similar to ‘Prove’ and ‘Verify’, it 

must be true).

83. Similar Triangles Two triangles that have equal angles.

84. Simplest form Break down your answer as much as you can. May involve dividing 

it by a number to reduce it.
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Keyword/ Phrase Explanation

85. Simplify Make easier by multiplying out the brackets OR converting two 

fractions into one etc.

86. Sketch Make a quick but neat drawing of a diagram, picture, image or 

graph on your page.

87. Solution Set Write the final answer in the format of a set (with curly brackets) 

after you reach the solution to the question.

88. Solve Find ‘x’ or ‘y’ or both. 

In Algebra terms, it means ‘find the root(s)’.

89. Square Number The result you get when you multiply a number by itself. 1(1x1), 

4(2x2), 9(3x3) etc.

90. State Provide a short statement on a topic.

91. Subset Part of a set. e.g. Yellow is a subset of the colours.

92. Suggest Propose a solution or answer to a question asked.

93. Sum Add up the terms in the question.

94. Tessellation A repeating pattern that fits perfectly together.

95. Use the Graph to... Read a value off your graph as requested. A ruler might be helpful 

here. Make sure and show workings on your graph.

96. Variable A letter that can represent a number in an equation. e.g. the letter 

‘y’ in 2y+5=9
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Keyword/ Phrase Explanation

97. Verify Check your answer by substituting back a number into the original 

equation/formula. It should always sub in perfectly. A statement 

you are asked to ‘Verify’ is always true. (Similar to ‘Show’ and 

‘Prove’).

98. Vertex One of the corner points of a triangle. (Plural: Vertices).

99. Whole Numbers Numbers that do not contain decimals. All Integers.

100. Write an Expression Write down a term/set of terms with letters and numbers in it. 

e.g. n2 + 2.
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